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In the aftermath of the shocking revelations about the propagation of the human race, Dan latches

on to a desperate chance to change the future which many have accepted. The group split and Dan

leads his closest allies on an uncertain journey to find a solution. They find themselves battling

against the elements, against new foes and above all against time. They must succeed.They must

have hope.
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As I was completely engrossed reading the first four books of the After It Happened series this

week, I did not do individual reviews. The past four days I have done only what I HAD to do,

because I didn't want to stop reading. All I can say is 'Wow', what a great ride! I thoroughly enjoyed

each book, getting to know each main character better as their stories progressed, and finding out

what happened next. Sadly this morning I awoke to finish Hope with my coffee and then realized I

would probably have to wait patiently until December for the next installment, sigh.Having become

very fond of dystopian stories, pandemics and world's end novels the past year, I place Mr. Ford in



my top 5 favorite authors in this category. I feel like I almost know each character and try to predict

their reactions, I feel their emotional pain, I trust them to be good, honorable people who often have

to do difficult things to survive. There are plenty of good guys and bad guys, gun fights, everyday

struggles and the will to survive to keep anyone who enjoys this type of story to become thoroughly

engaged. The plots are really exciting, the characters interesting, and the writing good. Not a lot of

cussing and very little sex should please some readers, and not too much gore for most people. I

recommend these books to anyone who enjoys reading this type of stories, very engrossing. I'm

happy to have found a new author to read. You left us with two cliff hangers Mr. Ford, but I'm sure

the next book will start right where the last left off as the last four have done.

This book was the least well written and very poorly edited. The story moved forward, not far. I read

the story because I enjoyed the earlier books. This felt like something written to get a cash infusion.

Most of the characters were simplified or ignored and the activity is designed to only to lead to the

next book.

I thought this was the last book of the series. It is not. It did not move the overall story along very far

so I assume there will be several more episodes. Not sure I will stick with it that long.Still, the plot is

well done and the characters well developed. The dialogue is realistic and I found the book a very

good read. I think most will enjoy it and I recommend it.It does need an editor. We do not "rear

crops". Crops are raised; children are reared. There are a several incidents of incorrect word usage,

bad grammar or punctuation, and awkward sentences that are distracting. There are a few typos. If

the author is allowed to, I would recommend having it edited. It is too good a book to be brought

down because of careless errors. Without these distractions, I would have given it five stars.If you

don't mind a long slow moving series, this is one that is worth the buy.

Thought this book let the first 3 down in that it was poorly edited, causing pauses while figuring out

what the Arthur was trying to say. I got lost several times as the story was disjointed, in my opinion.

If this would have been the first of Devons books, I read, I would have not considered another.That

being said, will read the 5 th when published, hoping it returns to the quality of the first 3.

This book continues the story of survivors at the end of the world as we know it. I was a little

confused by the journey some of the best of them take when they realize what set the survivors

apart from everyone else. The reason is clear but what they hope to find at the end of the journey is



not clear, at least to me. Also I wish the book was longer. I hope the next book comes out soon so I

can find out the reason for the journey. Can't wait.

I've read just about every "end of the world as we know it" book out there, and have to say this

series was one of my all time favorites. No zombies in this one, just stories of how the 1% of the

world that survives a man-made plague cope with each other and the destruction of the modern

world. Interesting characters, plausible and deadly situations, and triumphs of the human will to

survive. You will want to read every one of the series. This story is set in England and the author is

typically British - a refreshing change of EOTWAWKI set in the U.S.

Spent weekend holed up reading Devon C Ford's series After It Happened. Great storyline full of

interesting and likable characters, a plot that gets more intense with each book, suspense- just

everything needed to create non-stop page turning.I also enjoyed the setting that mainly takes place

in England. After finding the rhythm of the author's style, I simply loved this series. Highly

recommend books 1-4, in that order.Now, Devon C Ford, where is book 5?!!!!

Devon C Ford has crafted a masterful Post-Apocalyptic series that features believable, sympathetic

characters one can almost beproud of in their struggles to maintain their humanity while building a

new world in the shell of the old. Bravo Mr. Ford !!!
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